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Introduction
Failure of the engineering structures is caused by cracks, which is 

depending on the design and operating conditions that extend beyond 
a safe size. Cracks present to some extent in all structures, either as 
a result of manufacturing defects or localized damage in service. The 
crack growth leads to a decrease in the structural strength. Thus, when 
the service leading to the failure of the structure. Fracture, the final 
catastrophic event takes place very rapidly and is preceded by crack 
growth, which develops slowly during normal service conditions. 

It is of particular interest to investigate the structure-property of 
rubber-rich TPO blends reinforced with rigid nanofillers. The effect 
of nanoclay additions on the structure and property of rubber-rich 
TPO blends has been investigated by Mishra et al. [1] and Tjong 
and Ruan [2] more recently. Mishra et al. [1] prepared the TPO/clay 
nanocomposites where the TPO contains PP and EPDM with the ratio 
of 25: 100 by weight. They reported that the nanocomposites exhibit 
remarkable improvement of tensile and storage moduli over their 
pristine TPO blend. Tjong and Ruan [2] reported that TPO-based 
nanocomposites reinforced with 0.1–1.5wt% organically modified clay 
exhibits enhanced stiffness and tensile strength. Moreover, the fracture 
toughness of TPO/clay nanocompsites increases with the increasing 
clay content. 

Ananda Kumar Eriki and Ravichandra R have already investigated 
the spur gear crack propagation path analysis using finite element 
method [3]. Mubashir Gulzar has studied linear and nonlinear analysis 
of central crack propagation in polyurethane material [4]. 

Priscilla L. Chin has studied stress analysis, crack propagation and 
stress intensity factor computation of a Ti-6Al-4V aerospace bracket 
using ANSYS and FRANC3D [5]. 

Backdrop of Work
During the past few years, extensive efforts have been devoted to 

develop methodologies that permit the prediction of crack failure. 
As the knowledge related to crack expanded, it becomes clear that in 
certain cases crack could be treated from the crack propagation point of 
view. The understanding of the crack initiation and crack propagation 
behavior has led to an increase in the life of structures subjected to 
static loading condition. To efficiently utilize mechanical components 
and structures one would like to avoid crack propagation (CP) which 
results in fatigue failure. However, because of operating conditions and 
performance requirements it is not always possible. Thus, prediction of 
expected crack location and crack propagation behavior are the main 
objectives for the researchers in this field. 

The concept of fracture mechanics developed during the early 
research which is applicable to linear elastic materials is known as linear 
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). LEFM has been used to estimate 
work life of engineering components and structures. In this approach, 
the growth of a crack under static loading is principally controlled by 
the stress intensity factor (SIF) K, which defines the elastic stress field 
around the crack tip. The SIF plays a major role in LEFM problems 
and several methods were proposed to derive it using analytical, 
experimental and numerical techniques. For general cases SIF can 

be obtained from handbooks. The handbook solutions of elementary 
cases are derived from FE-analysis and are often expressed in analytical 
formulas. The application of the elementary solutions in the design 
and sizing process involves and requires engineering judgments in a 
conservative manner. 

In addition, due to the latest research and advancements in 
computational methods, numerical techniques are also employed in 
this regard. Finite Element Method (FEM) is most commonly used to 
estimate the SIF numerically and thus, the CPP can be predicted. In 
FEM the elements are related mathematically with nodal points and 
the forces are transmitted through these nodal points. Using singular 
elements around the crack tip, singularity behavior can be achieved 
and the SI can be calculated numerically which is used later on for 
the prediction of the CPP and work life prediction. Thus, the research 
conducted in this Master thesis, is an attempt to investigate the problem 
of static crack propagation and failure.

Problem Description
Currently, most of the engineering components and structures 

are designed with the trend to continuously increase the overall 
performance of the components and structures. As a result of this 
rapid and continuous advancement the designers and researchers 
have to face a lot of new challenges in terms of reliability and better 
work life of these engineering components and structures. Thus, 
need for specialized structural strength analysis for such engineering 
components and structures has gone from a non-issue to a serious 
concern over the recent few years. 

The rear bumper protector of a four wheeler is meant to protect 
the bumper from scratches, wear, tear or any physical failure due to 
accidental loads. Thus the protector is subjected to mostly sudden 
loading, but these loads come repeatedly in long run of the product 
lifetime, so crack may develop and may result a failure of the product. 

To obtain a well defined Crack Propagation Path (CPP) and the 
structural strength of the structure, FEA is applied. FEA techniques 
provide good understanding of crack propagation and structural 
strength of the structures. With the help of these results the overall 
performance of the product can be judged with a controlled failure in 
order to avoid risks, which usually lead to a total and dramatic damage 
of the product. 

Goals and Purpose
The main purpose of this research is to analyse the overall structural 
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stability of the product from application point of view through Finite 
Element Analysis technique using ANSYS13 Workbench. Then Crack 
propagation analysis to verify it’s work life by providing notches of 
different radii using the same above technique. To perform all the 
experiments for three different materials, one is the original material of 
the product itself and two other optimized materials PP+EOC+ATP, 
PP+EPDM. Then compare all the results obtained and analyse different 
results with reference to its material. Thus a comparative study can 
suggest the most suitable material for the product.

Demonstration of Crack Propagation
In many engineering structures and components cracks are initiated 

by different ways. It is important to understand the basic phenomenon 
associated with the crack initiation process, since these cracks will 
ultimately lead to failure of the material if they are not detected and 
recognized. There are various ways of crack initiation but three of 
them are most important and usually in most engineering applications 
cracks are initiated due to these three processes as illustrated.

1. Nucleating slip planes 

Slip occurs when a material is stressed to the point of plastic 
deformation. When this happens the planes of crystals actually slip 
from their original positions leaving slip bands which resemble steps. 
When the material slips it forms a crack at the point of the intersection 
of the deformed material and the non-deformed material. If the stress 
is still applied after the crack is formed it continues to propagate and at 
some point the material fails. 

2. Notches

There seems to be confusion among many engineers between 
notches and cracks. This is not surprising as the boundary between 
notch and crack is sometimes blurred, especially under fatigue 
conditions. However, a notch can be defined as geometric discontinuity 
which has a definite depth and root radius as demonstrated in Figure 
2. Notches always result in areas of stress concentration in a structure, 
since the surface area of the notch is smaller than the surface area of the 
rest of the solid; hence, in most cases it is observed that notches are the 
first part to fail in any structure because of stress concentration effects. 

3. Internal defects

Internal defects are a lot like notches in the respect that they cause 
a stress concentration in the material in which they are inhabited. 
There are several reasons for internal defects like grain boundaries, 
concentrations of point defects in the area and defects that occurred 
during processing. The internal defects are illustrated in Figure 2. In most 

cases it has been seen that a material usually fails from a crack generated 
externally long before it fails from a crack generated internally. 

Fracture Mechanics
The term “fracture mechanics” refers to a vital specialization within 

solid mechanics in which the presence of a crack is assumed, and 
quantitative relations between the crack length, the material’s inherent 
resistance to crack growth, and the stress at which the crack propagates 
are defined [6-15]. It deals with the behavior of cracked bodies 
subjected to stresses and strains. These can arise from primary applied 
loads or secondary self-equilibrating stress fields (e.g. residual stresses). 
The power of fracture mechanics really lies in the fact that local crack 
tip phenomena can, to a first order, be characterized by relatively easily 
measured global parameters, e.g. crack length and nominal global 
stresses (calculated in the absence of the crack), together with geometry 
correction factors. 

The crack propagation behavior is an important parameter which 
plays a vital role in the fatigue strength analysis of the structures [16-
20]. As long as the load is small enough, the structure will only deform 
elastically. A crack starts to propagate when the crack driving force is 
larger than the material resistance. If however, the structure is sensitive 
to cracking due to e.g. inadequate design, defects from manufacturing, 
handling or bad quality, materials fracture will occur. There are a 
number of parameters that affect the crack propagation mechanism 
i.e., material properties [21-28].

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)
LEFM principles are used to relate the stress magnitude and 

distribution near the crack tip to the remote stresses applied to the 
cracked component, crack size, crack shape and the material properties 
of the cracked component The general form of the LEFM equation is 
given as: 

( ) ....
2

I
ij ij

K f
r

σ θ
π

= +                  (2.1)

Where

r = distance from the crack tip 

KI = Mode I SIF
 Figure 1: Plane stress state in a continuum. 

Figure 1: Plane stress state in a continuum.

 

Figure 2: Plane stress state in original material. Figure 2: Plane stress state in original material.
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describes the ability of a material containing a crack to resist fracture. 
The subscript I denotes mode I crack opening under a normal tensile 
stress perpendicular to the crack. 

Fracture toughness is a quantitative way of expressing the resistance 
of a material to brittle fracture when a crack is present. It is independent 
of the size and geometry of the cracked body under certain conditions. 
The materials with higher values of fracture toughness are more likely 
to undergo a ductile fracture; however, the materials with low value 
fracture toughness usually undergo a brittle fracture. The largest crack 
a structure can sustain under specific residual strength requirements 
can be predicted through this critical value of the SIF where the crack 
propagation becomes unstable. The fracture criteria can be expressed as:

K = KIc                   (2.3)

Plane Stress Condition
A state of plane stress exists when one of the three principal, (σ1, 

σ2, σ3) stresses is zero. This usually occurs in structures where one 
dimension is very small compared to the other two, i.e., the structure 
is flat or thin. In this case, the stresses are negligible with respect to the 
smaller dimension as they are not able to develop within the material 
and are small compared to the in-plane stresses.

Figure 2 demonstrates the plane stress state in a continuum. 
Therefore, the face of the element is not acted by loads and the 
structural element can be analyzed as two-dimensional, e.g. thin-
walled structures such as plates subject to in-plane loading. The stress 
tensor can then be approximated by:
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The corresponding strain tensor is:
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In above expression the non-zero ε33 term arises from the Poisson’s 
effect

Consider a point P in a continuum under a state of plane stress, or 
plane strain, with stress components,(σx, σy, τxy),and all other stress 
components equal to zero as shown in Figure 1. 

From static equilibrium of an infinitesimal material element at P, 
the normal stress σn and the shear stress τn on any plane perpendicular 
to the x-y plane passing through P with a unit vector n making an 
angle of θ with the horizontal, i.e., cosθ is the direction cosine in the x 
direction, is given by:

xy

xy

1 1( ) ( ) cos 2 sin 2
2 2
1 ( )sin 2 cos 2
2

n x y x y

n x y

σ σ σ σ σ θ τ θ

τ σ σ θ τ θ

= + + − +

= − − +

Mohr’s circle provides a graphical representation of equation. These 
equations indicate that in a plane stress or plane strain condition, one 
can determine the stress components at a point on all directions, i.e., as 
a function of θ, if one knows the stress components (σx, σy, τxy), on any 
two perpendicular directions at that point. It is important to remember 
that we are considering a unit area of the infinitesimal element in the 
direction parallel to the y−z plane.

fij(θ) = function that represents the stress dependence on θ

LEFM Assumptions 
LEFM is based on the application of the theory of elasticity to 

bodies containing cracks or defects. The assumptions used in elasticity 
are also inherent in the theory of LEFM: small displacements and 
general linearity between stresses and strains. 

The general form of the LEFM equations is given in equation 2.1. 
As seen, a singularity exists such that as r, the distance from the crack 
tip, tends toward zero, the stresses go to infinity. As the yield stress is 
exceeded, material deforms plastically and a plastic zone is formed near 
the crack tip. The basis of LEFM remains valid if this region of plasticity 
remains small in relation to the overall dimensions of the crack and 
cracked body. 

Crack Propagation Modes
There are generally three modes of loading, which involve different 

crack surface displacements as shown in Figure 2. The three modes are: 

Mode I: Opening or tensile mode (the crack faces are pulled apart) 

Mode II: Sliding or in-plane shear (the crack surfaces slide over 
each other) 

Mode III: Tearing or anti-plane shears (the crack surfaces move 
parallel to the leading edge of the crack and relative to each other.

Stress Intensity Factor
The SIF (K) introduced in equation 2.1, defines the magnitude of 

the local stresses around the crack tip. This factor depends on loading, 
crack size and geometry. It can be expressed in a general form given by

aK af
w

σ π  =  
 

                  (2.2)

where,

σ = Remote stress applied to the component

a = crack length

af
w

 
 
 

=correction factor that depends on specimen and crack 

geometry

Energy Release Rate
Griffith was the first to propose the energy criterion for fracture, 

but Irwin is primarily responsible for developing the present version of 
this approach. First, the potential energy Π of an elastic body is defined as: 

where U is the elastic strain energy stored in the body and W is 
the potential energy or the work done by external forces. The energy 
release rate G is defined as the rate of change in potential energy with 
respect to the crack area. 

The energy release rate G is a measure of the energy available for 
an increment of a crack extension. To define the fracture criteria in an 
energy consideration the same discussion used for the stress intensity 
can be employed. An unstable crack growth occurs when the energy 
release rate reaches a critical value G=GC, where GC is a measure of 
fracture toughness and can be considered as a material property. 

Fracture Toughness
In materials science, the fracture toughness KIc is a property which 
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Result and Discussion
Simulation results for static structural analysis

After performing the simulation in ANSYS for a 2000 N ramped 
load the results are obtained in the form of deformations and stress 
distributions. The results obtained from ANSYS are described as 
follows; 

Deformation results

The deformation behaviors obtained from FE analysis for a 2000 N 
ramped load are compared for the three reference materials. It has been 
found, that the structural deformation behaviour is non-symmetric. 
The values obtained are in good acceptable range and the maximum 
value is found to be 13.281 mm for the original material as shown in 
Figure 2 and the minimum value is found to be 6.7999 mm for the 
material PP+EPDM Figure 3.

Stress distribution results

The stress distribution results are obtained in the form of Von-
Misses stresses and a maximum value is found to be 30.696 MPa for 
the material PP+EOC +ATP as shown in Figure 3 and a minimum 
value is found to be 11.046 MPa for the material PP+EPDM. Like the 
deformation results, the stress distribution is also non-symmetric and 
the maximum stresses are found around the strain tensor. It has been 
observed that the stress distribution behaviour around each strain 
tensor is consistent. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the location of the 
maximum Von Misses stress and the stress distribution behaviour 
around the strain tensor Figure 4.

Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to study the structural stability and 

crack propagation behaviour of the bumper protector structure based 
on FEA. The FEA is done with ANSYS13. An important aspect of this 
research was to compare the results from FEA for the three reference 
materials for five different Notch radiuses. The success in this manner 
depends both on the evaluation methods of the experiments and 
accuracy of FE models used in FEA. The crack propagation and static 
structural analysis is done with ANSYS13. A detailed study concerning 
different FE models with different geometries based on symmetry 
assumptions under static loading conditions were performed. 
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